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...... Classes: Errors: ...... My
class test.java: import
java.io.*; public class test {
public static void main(String[]
args) throws Exception {
DataOutputStream outputStream =
new DataOutputStream(new FileOutp
utStream("autodata.ser"));
DataInputStream inputStream = new
DataInputStream(new
FileInputStream("autodata.ser"));
FileInputStream myfile = new
FileInputStream("autodata.ser");
BufferedReader br = new
BufferedReader(new
InputStreamReader(myfile));
outputStream.writeInt(500);
outputStream.flush();
outputStream.close();
outputStream = new
DataOutputStream(new FileOutputSt
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ream("autodata.ser"));
inputStream.close(); br.close();
} } I get this error. Does anyone
know the reason? A: The first
time you call
outputStream.flush(), you are
telling the DataOutputStream to
flush the DataOutputStream's
internal buffer. This calls the
close() method on the underlying
OutputStream. The next time you
call outputStream.flush(), you
are telling the DataOutputStream
to flush the current contents of
the file. In other words, it is
telling the underlying
OutputStream to call close() on
the underlying OutputStream. The
net effect of the first call is
to make the underlying
OutputStream return to its
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default behaviour, which is to
remain open, and allow the next
call to finish normally. But the
second call truncates the file,
so it returns an EOFException on
the second call. At the moment,
you have
SETTING AUTO DATA FOR Windows
3.45 Crack download the latest
version. It is an impressive and
powerful tool for viewing vehicle
and vehicle technical details.
For example, using this program,
you can determine the parameters
of your car and compare them with
passport data. Many popular
functions are built into it,
including: â€¢ a system for
determining the technical
condition of a car; â€¢ engine
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diagnostics system; â€¢
transmission diagnostic system;
â€¢ suspension diagnostic system;
â€¢ system of diagnostics of
brakes and their drives; â€¢
steering diagnostics system; â€¢
wheel diagnostics system;
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